Learning Journey 11+

Irregular
plurals
wordsearch

Read, write
and order
seven-digit
numbers

Add a letter
to make four
words

Introduction to Using
counting
punctuation to
improve writing

Rounding
numbers
practice

Adding letters
to make words
practice

Counting
Using adjectives Adding and
sides, symbols for effect
subtracting
and more
negative
numbers

Word sets
Understanding Reading
Column
spotting the
direction
comprehension addition fiveodd words out
Peter & Wendy
digit numbers

Word sets
practice

Understanding Writing task:
Column
reflection
describing a
subtraction
mermaid lagoon five-digits

Non-verbal
reasoning:
reflection
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Codes using
letters

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Noun and verb Prime
homophones numbers

Letter codebreaking
practice

Finding
analogies

Apostrophes
revision

Adverbs
revision

Cube numbers
explained

Square
numbers

Compilation test Finding
question types patterns
1-3

Selecting
synonyms

Coding features Reading
Multiplication Synonyms
of diagrams
comprehension problems: long selection
Martin & Margot
practice
multiplication

Completing
sequences

Writing task: a
trip away

Words hidden
in a sentence
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Reflection
practice

Cloze test: the
wood at night

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Improper
Hidden words Understanding Matching root Simplifying
fractions and practice
rotation
words, prefixes practice
mixed numbers
and suffixes

Finding a
Rotating by 45
missing three- degrees
letter word

Writing direct
speech

Compare and
order fractions

Missing threeletter words
practice

Looking at
position

Fractions
addition and
subtraction

Compilation
test question
types 4-6

Rotating by
180 degrees

Adding and
subtracting
shapes

Writing task:
writing to the
Selfish Giant

Simple,
compound
and complex
sentences

Reading
Multiplying pairs Sums using
comprehension: of fractions
letters as
Selfish Giant
numbers
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11+ continued

Learning Journey

Turning
fractions into
decimals

Algebra
practice

Understanding Identifying
symmetry
silent letters

Multiplying and
dividing numbers
by 10, 100, 1000

Move a letter
to make two
new words

Finding one line
of symmetry

Commas
revision

Moving letters
and making
new words

Finding two
lines of
symmetry

Connectives
exercise

Rounding of
Find the next
decimals to
letter in the
the nearest
series
whole number

Finding
multiple lines
of symmetry

Next letter
in the series
practice

Writing task:
the Selfish
Giant’s garden

Reading
Common
comprehension: factors, prime
Selfish Giant 2 numbers
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Decimal
multiplication
practice

Symmetry
revision

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Percentage
problem

Compilation
test question
types 7-9

Completing a
series

Adding
suffixes to
words ending
-fer

Ratio problemsolving

Word
connections

Cryptography
revision

Brackets
revision

Proportion
puzzle

Practising
words
connections

Identifying
Pronouns
rotated shapes explained

Triangular
numbers
explained

Looking at a
Looking at the
number series size of shapes

Using
figurative
language

Number series Complete the
practice
grid

Introduction to
algebra
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Writing task
using similes
and metaphors

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Shaped
Compound
number puzzle words

Complete the
matrix

Tricky spellings What could
containing
the two
ance
numbers be?

Compound
Compound
Apostrophes
Solving capacity Compilation
words practice figures adding
for possession problems
test question
types 10-12
shapes together

Focus on
compound
figures

Understanding Solving
active and
weight
passive
problems

Form a middle Finding hidden
word from
figures
outside words

Figurative
language:
hyperbole

Solving length
problems

Introduction to Writing task:
3D shapes
hyperbole and
personification

AB is to CD as
GH is to IJ
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11+ continued

Learning Journey

Solve problems Link between
by converting letters
units of time
practice

2D views of
3D shapes

Tricky
24-hour clock
spellings ence timetable
words

Introduction
to logical
deduction

Semi-colon or
comma?

Miles and
kilometres
conversions

Rotating 3D
shapes

Logical
deduction
practice

2D and 3D
Find the
views practice synonyms

Perimeter and Compilation
area compared test: question
types 13-15

Cubes and
nets an
introduction

Using
alliterative
adjectives

Antonyms,
Cubes
opposite words practice

Rhetorical
questions

Calculating
the area of
parallelograms
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11+ continued

Learning Journey

Estimate
volume

Antonyms
wordsearch

Folding
figures

Introduction
to maths
equations

Composite 3D Writing task:
first day at
figures
school

Follow
instructions to
draw shapes

Equations
practice

Building 3D
figures

Cloze test:
A Little
Princess

Identify a
number
pattern

Cubes and
nets shading
and patterns

Colons
revision

Finding
Number
unknown angles relationships
in quadrilaterals practice

2D views
from different
directions

Dashes
revision

Draw your
own 3D
shape net
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Reading
Parts of a
comprehension: circle
Sara Crewe

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Angles around Compilation
a point
test question
types 16-18

3D shapebuilding
practice

Antonyms

Angles in a
triangle

Number and
letter codes

Identifying
onomatopeia

Translating
and reflecting
shapes

Number and
letter codes
practice

Complete the
word

Find the odd
one out

2D shapebuilding

Complete-the- Reading
Rotational
series revision comprehension: symmetry
The Tinder Box explained

Writing task:
Displaying
Words with two Coding
The Tinder Box information as meanings
diagrams
a pie chart
revision
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Re-ordering
words to make
sentences

11+ continued

Learning Journey

Answering
questions on
a line graph

Homophones
/ homographs
practice

Reflection
revision

Homophones
/ homographs
crossword

2D shapes
Cloze test:
Probability
Compilation
word problems test question
rotation revision Through the
Looking Glass
types 19-21

3D rotation
revision
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Logic puzzles

Calculating the
mean average

